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We have developed a method to study transition pathways for rare events in complex systems. The
method can be used to determine rate constants for transitions between stable states by turning the
calculation of reactive flux correlation functions into the computation of an isomorphic reversible
work. In contrast to previous dynamical approaches, the method relies neither on prior knowledge
nor on explicit specification of transition states. Rather, it provides an importance sampling from
which transition states can be characterized statistically. A simple model is analyzed to illustrate the
methodology. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!52504-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computation of rate constants of dynamical p
cesses dominated by rare events has been the focus of
numerical studies. The traditional method to compute th
rates is to identify the transition state of the process a
function of some order parameter, followed by the sampl
of molecular simulation trajectories departing from this tra
sition state.1–4 However, for many systems, in particula
complex condensed matter systems, the location of trans
states is unknown or not explicitly specifiable. Due to t
high dimensionality of the phase space, the energy lands
will be rugged, dense with saddle points and many poss
transition states. Further, the order parameter character
stable states can be a poor approximation to the reac
coordinate, as illustrated in Fig. 1. These features wo
present no difficulty if it were possible to sample transiti
paths statistically, without specific knowledge of the tran
tion state~s!. This possibility is the subject of this paper.

Many studies have been devoted to the search of tra
tion paths. For example, there are methods available w
locate transition states by looking for explicit individu
saddle points in the potential energy landscape.5–8 This ap-
proach is useful for low dimensional systems. In contr
with searching for saddle points directly, other methods
ginning with Pratt’s proposal,9 use statistical procedures t
find transition pathways between stable states. For com
systems, this approach is a significant step in the right di
tion. To date, however, applications have employed ad
~i.e., non dynamical! rules for the weight governing pat
statistics.10–15

Pratt proposed to use a Markov chain of states betw
stable states as a stochastic description of the trans
path.9 Usage of explicit deterministic Newtonian trajectori
for this purpose is fraught with problems, as the chaotic
ture of high dimensional systems makes it very hard to fi
just the right initial conditions that lead the path over t
barrier to the final stable state. Introducing noise or partia
averaging over initial conditions can produce path distrib
tions that are not problematical. The paths can be see
polymers in which subsequent beads represent the sta
the system at subsequent time slices, as illustrated in Fig
By moving the whole path through phase space, we m
1964 J. Chem. Phys. 108 (5), 1 February 1998 0021-9606/9
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collect an ensemble of representative paths and simu
neously sample physically relevant quantities. The Mark
chain for the path can be described by an action, analog
to a discretized quantum path integral action.16,17

In Sec. II we introduce the stochastic description o
transition path and the notion of an action representing
path. We derive expressions for the action for two differe
Markovian transition probabilities, namely, those for M
tropolis Monte Carlo and Brownian dynamics. In Sec. III w
discuss several methods to sample the action; these a
local Monte Carlo algorithm, configurational bias Mon
Carlo, and a dynamical sampling algorithm. In Sec. IV w
describe how one can calculate rate constants of a dynam
process dominated by rare events, by using transition p
sampling. The results for an illustrative simple model a
presented in Sec. V. The model is sufficiently simple tha
can be studied by either standard sampling or path samp
For this model, therefore, we carry out a comparison
tween the new and traditional methods. Section VI conta
the conclusions. As the methodology includes some intric
equations, we use appendices to augment the discussio
the main text.

II. THE ACTION FOR TRANSITION PATHS

A path in space–time is given by an ordered sequenc
L11 copies of phase space,$x0→x1→•••→xL%, wherext

denotes a point in 2D-dimensional phase space~positionr t ,
momentumpt!. The time label ist50,1, . . . ,L; the connec-
tion to physical time depends on the nature of the underly
transition rule. The path action therefore depends onNp52
3D3(L11) coordinates.

If consecutive states of the system are linked by a M
kovian transition probabilityp(xt→xt11), the probability
for the whole path is given by the product

e2bE~x0! )
t50

L21

p~xt→xt11!; ~1!

hereb51/kBT andE(xt) is the total energy atxt , and the
initial time slice is canonically distributed. To sample tran
tion paths, we include the endpoint constraintshA(x0) and
hB(xL) in the path probability:
8/108(5)/1964/14/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1965Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
exp~2S@x0 ,x1 ,...,xL# !

[hA~x0!e2bE~x0!F )
t50

L21

p~xt→xt11!GhB~xL!. ~2!

hA(x0) forces the path to start in regionA ~the reactant re-
gion!, andhB(xL) constrains the path to end in regionB ~the
product region!. For this purpose, we choose the charact
istic function

hA,B~x!5 H1,
0

if xPA,B,
if x¹A,B. ~3!

The evolution fromA to B takes place inL steps. Equation
~2! defines the action for transition paths.

We are free to choose any Markovian transition pro
ability p(xt→xt11) which conserves the Boltzmann distr
bution and is normalized.

A. The Metropolis action

The transition probabilityp(r→r 8) for a Markov pro-
cess generated by the Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm

p~r→r 8!5v~r→r 8!1d~r 2r 8!Q~r !, ~4a!

where

v~r→r 8!5h~r ,r 8!min@1,e2b~E~r 8!2E~r !!# ~4b!

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic energy landscape,E(q,q8), with reactant regionA
and product regionB. The chain of beads is a discretized path as used in
path simulation. It reproduces the correct reaction coordinate which dep
both onq and onq8. ~b! Schematic free energy along coordinateq, F(q)
52kBT log *dq8exp$2bE(q,q8)%. The coordinateq adequately character
izes the stable states nearq5qA and q5qB . The free energyF(q) has a
maximum atq5q* . This value ofq is far from that associated with the
dynamical bottleneck separating the two stable states.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
-
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gives the transition probability for anacceptednew element
r 8 in the Markov chain, and

Q~r !512E dr9v~r→r 9! ~4c!

is the probability ofrejecting a trial move atr . The delta
distribution appears because there is a finite rejection p
ability in the probability densityp(r→r 8). h(r ,r 8) is a sym-
metric function which decays rapidly for growingur 2r 8u,
for example a Gaussian or a characteristic function with s
port in a small intervalDr aroundr ~the standard choice in
Metropolis Monte Carlo!. The min-function returns the
smaller of its arguments. The term involving theQ(r ) in Eq.
~4a!, clearly necessary to ensure normalization and a deta
balance, was unfortunately omitted in Pratt’s formulation
Monte Carlo chains of states.9

The transition probability~4a! corresponds to the wel
known Metropolis Monte Carlo rule with a generating pro
ability h(r ,r 8) and acceptance probabilit
min@1,e2b(E(r 8)2E(r ))#.18 The Metropolis algorithm is in fact
an ingenious construction which allows us to avoid the
plicit calculation of the rejection probability,Q(r ). On the
other hand, we then have no control over the endpoints of
trajectory which we generate. In the transition path proble
we want to generate a specific subset of Markov cha
which satisfiy the boundary constraintshA(r 0) andhB(r L).

The Metropolis transition probability conserves the c
nonical ensemble,

E dre2bE~r !p~r→r 8!5e2bE~r 8!, ~5!

and it is normalized by construction.

B. The Langevin action

A many-body system evolving according to the Lang
vin equation obeys the equations of motion,

ṙ 5v,
~6!

mv̇5F~r !2gp1R,

wherer andp5mv denote the positions and momenta of t
particles, respectively,F52]V/]r is the intermolecular
force, andg is a friction coefficient. The state of the syste
at time t is given by xt[$r t ,vt%. The random forceR,
which is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable un
related in time,19 ^R(t)R(0)&52mgkBTd(t), acts as a hea
bath compensating for the energy dissipated by the frictio
term 2gp. Consequently, trajectories evolving according
the Langevin equation conserve the canonical ensemble.
thermore, the random coupling to the heat bath introduce
stochastic element into the dynamics of the system ‘‘sme
ing out’’ its deterministic trajectory. Therefore, the time ev
lution of the system during a short timeDt consists of a
systematic partdxS and a random partdxR induced by the
stochastic force:

xt115xt1dxS1dxR . ~7!

r
ds
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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1966 Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
Hence, the probability for a transition fromxt to xt11 is
given by

p~xt→xt11!5w~dxR!, ~8!

wherew(dxR) is the probability distribution of the random
displacementdxR . For given endpointsxt andxt11 the ran-
dom partdxR can be obtained from Eq.~7!, where the sys-
tematic partdxS must be evaluated with an appropriate in
grator. We refer the reader to Appendix A for an efficie
scheme to determinedxS for Langevin dynamics. By concat
enatingL short-time transition probabilities~8! one finally
obtains the probability of a path of lengthT 5LDt.

As shown by Chandrasekhar,19 the distributionw of the
random displacementsdxR can be calculated analytically i
the dynamics of the system is governed by the equation
motion ~6!:

w~dxR!5~2ps rsvA12crv
2 !2D

3 )
a51

D

expH 2
1

2~12crv
2 !

F S dr R
a

s r
D 2

1S dvR
a

sv
D 2

22crvS dr R
a

s r
D S dvR

a

sv
D G J , ~9!

wheredxR5$dr R ,dvR% anda denotes the different compo
nents of the displacement vectorsdr R and dvR . Since the
components of the random force are assumed to be unc
lated also the components of the random displacements
independent from each other. However, the bivariate dis
bution ~9! couples the configuration and momentum comp
nents,dr a anddva, of the random displacement. The va
ancess r andsv and the correlation coefficientcrv are given
by

s r
25Dt

kBT

mg
@22~324e2gDt1e22gDt!/gDt#,

sv
25

kBT

m
~12e22gDt!, ~10!

crvs rsv5
kBT

mg
~12e2gDt!2.

In the limit of high friction the inertial term in the equa
tion of motion~6! can be neglected, leading to the simplifie
equation

mg ṙ 5F~r !1R. ~11!

Accordingly, the system at time slicet corresponding tot
5tDt is completely defined by its position coordinatesr t .
In this case, the random displacementdr R is distributed ac-
cording to20

w~dr R!5 )
a51

D
1

s r~2p!1/2expH 2
~dr R

a!2

2s r
2 J , ~12!

where the variances r is given by

s r
252

kBT

mg
Dt. ~13!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
-
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In contrast to the Metropolis transition probability, th
Langevin transition probability is a smooth function of th
endpoints of the path. This feature makes the Langevin tr
sition probability suitable for the application of the dynam
cal algorithms presented in subsequent sections.

III. SAMPLING THE DISTRIBUTION OF PATHS

The definition~2! of the action makes the path probab
ity analogous to the canonical distribution for a polymer s
tem:

exp$2S%↔exp$2bV%. ~14!

V is the potential energy of the polymer system depend
on all the configuration coordinates. In the path case
actionS plays the role of the potential energyV multiplied
by the inverse temperatureb.

In the following sections we exploit this isomorphis
and adapt Monte Carlo methods and dynamical meth
originally developed to sample the canonical probability de
sity of many-particle systems to the path sampling proble

A. Monte Carlo algorithms

Monte Carlo algorithms for transition path sampling c
be derived in analogy to polymer Monte Carlo methods. T
simplest representative is the local algorithm, which ma
trials for each time slice individually. In contrast, the co
figurational bias Monte Carlo~CBMC! algorithm attempts to
regrow the entire path in one step. To increase the proba
ity that the regrown path reaches regionB, we guide the path
towardsB with a guiding field.

1. Local algorithm

A local Monte Carlo algorithm samples each time sli
individually. The acceptance probability for a change in
intermediate time slicet is

Pacc@xt→xt8#

5minF1,
Pgen@xt#

Pgen@xt8#

exp~2S@x0 , . . . ,xt8 , . . . ,xL# !

exp~2S@x0 , . . . ,xt , . . . ,xL# ! G
5minF1,

Pgen@xt#

Pgen@xt8#

p~xt21→xt8!p~xt8→xt11!

p~xt21→xt!p~xt→xt11! G , ~15!

wherePgen@xt8# is thea priori generating probability for the
trial movext8 . We refer to the phase space variables,xt , in
Eq. ~15! to emphasize that the Monte Carlo sampling
paths applies in principle to paths, either in configurati
space or phase space. In this paper, however, our us
Monte Carlo sampling is confined to configuration spa
with variablesr t .

In constructing a local algorithm for the Metropolis pa
action, one faces the problem thatp(r→r 8) contains a sin-
gular part d(r 2r 8)Q(r ). Pgen@r t8# should be chosen in a
manner that creates rejected steps in the Markov chain w
finite probability. This can be achieved with the followin
rule:
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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Pgen@r t8#5
g~r t ,r t8!1d~r t82r t21!Q~r t21!1d~r t82r t11!Q~r t11!

ugu~r t!1Q~r t21!1Q~r t11!
. ~16!

g(r ,r 8) generates trialsr 8 which correspond to accepted trial steps in the underlying Metropolis Markov chain. It
rapidly decaying function with finite normugu(r )5*dr8g(r ,r 8); we use a Gaussian with widthsg , i.e., g(r ,r 8)
5exp$2(r2r8)2/(2sg

2)%. The generating probability~16! simplifies the acceptance rule@Eq. ~15!# considerably; in particular, the
delta distributions will always arise in pairs in the numerator and the denominator. We rewrite Eq.~15! in the form

Pacc@r t→r t8#5min@1,A/B#; ~17!

where

A5 H v~r t21→r t11!,
v~r t21→r t8!v~r t8→r t11!/g~r t ,r t8!,

if r t85r t21 or r t85r t11 ;
otherwise.

~18!

B5 H v~r t21→r t11!,
v~r t21→r t!v~r t→r t11!/g~r t ,r t8!,

if r t5r t21 or r t5r t11 ;
otherwise.
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The algorithm above holds for all intermediate time slic
Appendix B gives the local algorithm for the endpointsr 0

and r L .
While correct in principle, the local algorithm scale

with L3 ~Ref. 17! and hence equilibrates very slowly. Co
lective moves of the path can improve this sampling e
ciency by one or more powers ofL.

2. Configurational bias sampling

The CBMC method samples equilibrium conformatio
of a polymer by regrowing the entire chain in a bias
fashion:21 since a chain generated at random is very likely
overlap with itself and/or with its neighbors, each segmen
regrown with a bias proportional to its Boltzmann weigh
There is a correction for the biased growth called the Ros
bluth weight which enters the acceptance probability in
CBMC algorithm. The Rosenbluth weight is defined as
ratio Wa5Pa /e2Sa, wherePa is the total CBMC generating
probability of patha, andSa is a’s path action. The detailed
balance condition immediately leads toPacc(a→b)
5min@1,Wb /Wa#.

For free paths@with trivial boundary constraintshA(r 0)
51 and hB(r L)51#, it is possible to generate new path
which will be accepted with probability one. The CBM
generating probability is proportional to the Markovian tra
sition probability; for each time slice, one generatesk trials
$r t

( i )%, i 51, . . . ,k at random and calculates the transiti
probability p(r t21→r t

( i )).
Since the endpoint constrainthB(r L) is seldom satisfied

for an unbiased path, we use a generating probability wh
includes a guiding field. This idea has been introduced i
slightly different context by Garel and Orland.22,23 It makes
use of the identity

)
t50

L21

p~r t→r t11!5 )
t50

L21

p~r t→r t11!exp@ft~r t!

2ft11~r t11!], ~19!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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where the guiding fieldft can be any function satisfying
f050 andfL50. The generating probabilityP̃gen@r t8# in the
guiding field scheme is proportional top(r t21→r t8)
3exp@ft21(rt21)2ft8(rt8)#. The acceptance probability ha
to be changed in accordance toP̃gen@r t8#; the choice for the
guiding field strongly affects the efficiency of the algorithm
Further details concerning the CBMC algorithm with a gu
ing field are in Appendix B. Finally, one can also define
guiding force as the negative gradient of the guiding fie
The guiding force can be used to construct a CBMC-l
scheme for Langevin paths.

B. Dynamical algorithms

CBMC methods are only one of the possible techniqu
that improve upon local MC algorithms. One can, for e
ample, speed up the simulation considerably by adop
smart MC methods which use the gradient of the actionS(X)
as additional information.20 Alternatively, one may use a dy
namical algorithm capable of generating paths according
their action in an efficient way. It is, however, important
keep in mind that the artificial dynamics of the path is co
pletely different from the real dynamics of the original sy
tem along the path. The former is nothing more than a co
venient method to generate paths according to their ac
and has no physical meaning. We note that similar meth
have been used for the evaluation of quantum path integ
and fermionic determinants.24,25

By taking the analogy~14! one step further, we define
momentum P conjugate to the path coordinatesX
[$x0 ,...,xL% and complement the action with the relate
artificial kinetic energy obtaining the path Hamiltonian,

HP~X,P!5 (
a50

NP Pa
2

2M
1S~X!. ~20!

NP52D(L11) is the dimension of the path space andM is
an artificial mass associated with the path.Pa denotes the
artificial momentum conjugated to the degree of freedoma
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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1968 Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
of the path. The following equations in artificial timeu de-
rived from the path Hamiltonian~20! move the path through
path space at constantHP:

Ẋ[]HP/]P5P/M ,
~21!

Ṗ[2]HP/]X52¹XS~X!.

Here, the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the a
ficial time u. Since these equations of motion conserve
path HamiltonianHP, a path-trajectory generated by~21!
does not visit points in phase space according
exp$2S@x0,...,xL#%. If, however, one occasionally selects o
or more degrees of freedom and redraws the associated
momentaPa from the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution,

r~Pa!5
1

A2pM
expH 2

Pa
2

2M J , ~22!

the path samples the correct distribution. Between these
dom events the time evolution of the path is governed by
equations of motion~21!. This stochastic method, which i
known as the Andersen thermostat, corresponds to coup
the path to an imaginary heat bath with a temperature of 1
is based on a kinetic model due to Bohm and Gross,26,27

subsequently popularized by Andersen.28 At each collision
with the heat bath the path is hopping between shells co
sponding to different values ofHP, visiting the path space
with the correct probability. A similar method consists
using the Langevin equation to move the path through p
space.29 Alternatively, to generate a canonical distribution
paths one may apply deterministic thermostats like
Nosé–Hoover thermostat30,31 or the Gaussian isokineti
thermostat.32,33However, these thermostats fail to sample t
canonical distribution ergodically if the forces are nearly h
monic, as is the case for path forces2“XS(X) derived from
the Langevin transition probability.

The integration of the equations of motion~21! requires
the calculation of the path forces2¹XS(X). Writing the
action as

S5bE~x0!2 (
t50

L21

log p~xt→xt11!2 log hA~x0!

2 log hB~xL! ~23!

makes clear that different path forces arise from the can
cal distribution of states in the first time slice, the chain
transition probabilities linking adjacent time slices, and t
initial and final constraint on the path. If the regionsA andB
are described by the characteristic functions~3! the endpoints
of the paths are confined to their respective regions by c
tainers with hard walls. The combination of all forces lea
to a path trajectory in artificial time consisting of smoo
streaming segments interrupted by impulsive collisions
the path endpoints with the constraining boundaries. In A
pendix C we give a detailed description of the path forc
Furthermore, we derive appropriate collision rules for t
path endpoints and explain how to combine them with
smooth flow of the system between collisions.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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IV. CALCULATING RATE CONSTANTS

The calculation of rate constants is one of the most
portant goals of numerical studies of dynamical processes
this section, we use correlation function formulas to rel
the rate constant to transition path sampling. Further, we
these formulas to determine the path lengthL sufficient to
adequately sample the ensemble of transition paths. The
nomenological rate constants can be related to microsc
averages using the fluctuation–dissipation theorem~see for
example Ref. 3!,

k~ t ![
^hA~x~0!!ḣB~x~ t !!&

^hA~x~0!!&
'kA→B exp~2t/t rxn!, ~24!

where hA and hB are the characteristic functions for th
stable states as defined in Eq.~3!, the dot denotes the time
derivative of the function, andt rxn

215kA→B1kB→A is the re-
laxation time withkA→B andkB→A as the forward and back
ward reaction rate constants, respectively. The brackets^•••&
indicate ensemble everages. In the above equation, it is
sumed that̂ hA&1^hB&'1, which reflects the fact that—
because of a high free energy barrier—the system is ne
always in one of the stable states and hardly ever at the
of the barrier.

The correlation function in Eq.~24! is the time deriva-
tive of the probability for the system to be in regionB at time
t provided it was in regionA at time 0. For barriers large
compared tokBT, the function reaches a plateau after a c
tain short molecular relaxation timetmol!t rxn . Because of
this separation of time scales, exp(2t/trxn)'1 in this region,
and the functionk(t) is equal to the phenomenological ra
constantkA→B we want to calculate.

The correlation functionk(t), however, is not conve-
niently formulated for the transition path method. We the
fore change to a discrete representation of time in which
time slices are labeled byt5t/Dt. Subsequently, we factor
ize k(tDt) as

k~tDt !5n~t!P~L !, ~25!

whereL is the total number of time slices of the path,

n~t!5
^hA~x0!ḣB~xt!&

^hA~x0!hB~xL!&
'

^hA~x0!ḣB~xt!hB~xL!&

^hA~x0!hB~xL!&

[^ḣB~xt!&AB , ~26!

and

P~L !5
^hA~x0!hB~xL!&

^hA~x0!&
[e2W~L !. ~27!

The averagê ḣB(xt)&AB is the time derivative of the prob
ability that on a path betweenA and B, region B will be
reached aftert time steps. The subscriptAB indicates that
the initial and final constraints are included in the transiti
path ensemble average. The approximate equality of Eq.~26!
can be explained as follows. By defininghB̃(x)512hB(x)
we can write
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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1969Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
^hA~x0!ḣB~xt!&5^hA~x0!ḣB~xt!~hB~xL!1hB̃~xL!!&

'^hA~x0!ḣB~xt!hB~xL!&, ~28!

where we make use of the fact thattmol,LDt!t rxn . Once
the path has reached regionB it will stay there for a long
period on the scale oftmol and we can therefore neglect th
contribution of^hA(x0)ḣB(xt)hB̃(xL)&.

Since the factorP(L) in Eq. ~25! does not depend ont,
we expectn~t! to reach a plateau value after a certain tim
tmol . This plateau value is to be used in the calculation of
rate constantkA→B . In fact, we can use this as a criterion
check if our transition path is long enough, i.e., consists o
sufficient number of time slices to capture the most like
transition paths.

The functionP(L) is the probability a path initiated in
region A will reach regionB in L time steps. In principle,
this average could be calculated by an ordinary simula
which starts inA. However, for large barriers the probabilit
to reachB in L time steps is vanishingly small. An attempt
use directed path simulation in a straightforward way~with-
out the constraint for the endpoint! would also suffer from
extremely poor statistics.

It is illuminating to interpret the functionW(L) we in-
troduced in Eq.~27! as the isomorphic reversible wor
needed to constrain the endpoint~time sliceL! of the path to
region B. This analogy allows us to invoke techniques th
have been developed for the calculation of the free energ
complex systems.

One way to make the calculation ofP(L) numerically
tractable is using a method related to umbrella sampling.34,35

We divide the phase space in several regions or ‘‘window
Bl , wherel is a parameter characterizing the region. W
perform path simulations in which the constraint for initi
regionA remains fixed, but in which the final region is d
fined byBl . For every simulation we divide this phase spa
regionBl into a ~large! number of thin shells and histogram
the probability to find the endpoint in these shells. The
histograms are not normalized but have an unknown pre
tor because endpoints outside regionBl are excluded in the
simulation. Matching the histograms of each window resu
in a ‘‘master histogram’’ representing the entire probabil
distribution of finding the endpoint in the shell characteriz
by parameterl. The desired correlation functionP(L) or
equivalently the reversible work functionW(L) is then easily
found by integration.

Alternatively, one can use thermodynamic integration
calculateW(L),

2W~L !5 ln
^hA~x0!hB~xL!&

^hA~x0!&

5E
0

1

dl
d

dl
ln^hA~x0!hB

~l!~xL!&. ~29!

As in umbrella sampling we perform path simulations
which the constraint for initial regionA remains fixed, but in
which we vary the size of final regionB as a function of a
parameterl. Starting with a final regionBl which comprises
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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the whole of phase space, we gradually decrease the siz
region Bl until we reach the original final region. If the
characteristic functionhB

(l) is a continuous function, we ca
simply sample the derivative in the integrand of Eq.~29!. In
case of a discontinuous characteristic function one can
take the analytical derivative, because the only influence
the constraint lies in the path momentum reversal upon
lision with the constraint wall. However, we can circumve
this problem by writing the derivative as

d

dl
ln^hA~x0!hB

~l!~xL!&

5 lim
Dl→0

1

Dl

^hA~x0!hB
~l1Dl!~xL!&2^hA~x0!hB

~l!~xL!&

^hA~x0!hB
~l!~xL!&

.

~30!

The fraction in the last equation denotes the probability
find the endpoint in an infinitesimal shell in phase spa
between regionBl andBl1dl . In the dynamical path inte-
gration scheme this is equal to the fraction of time the e
point spends in that shell. If the thickness of the shell
infinitesimal small the timedu spent in the shell is inversely
proportional to the artificial velocity of the endpoint norm
to the shell boundary,

du52
dr~l!

vL•n̂
. ~31!

Here,dr(l) is the thickness of the shell as a function ofl,
vL is the artificial velocity of the endpoint in path space, a
n̂ is the inwards directed normal to the boundary of reg
Bl . Both vL and n̂ have the dimensionality of the phas
space of the system. Summing over the collisions leads to
desired fraction:

d

dl
ln^hA~x0!hB

~l!~xL!&5
1

dl

1

Q (
coll

du

5
2

Q

dr~l!

dl (
coll

1

vL•n̂
, ~32!

whereQ is the total artificial time of the simulation. Subst
tuting Eq.~32! in Eq. ~29! we obtain

2W~L !5 ln
^hA~x0!hB~xL!&

^hA~x0!&

5E
0

1

dl
2

Q

dr~l!

dl (
coll

1

vL•n̂
. ~33!

This expression can be evaluated by performing sev
simulations for different values ofl, measuring the integrand
and finally calculating the integral overl numerically.

V. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Model potential

In this section, we illustrate the consistency of the pa
sampling method with standard simulation techniques.
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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1970 Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
simplicity, we consider a system consisting of one particle
the following simple two-dimensional potential:

V~x,y!5~4~12x22y2!212~x222!21~~x1y!221!2

1~~x2y!221!222!/6. ~34!

Throughout the paper we use reduced units. As can be
in Fig. 2, the potential has two minima separated by a b
rier. At the barrier there are two transition states. In all
simulations discussed in this section, the reciprocal temp
ture wasb58. The corresponding temperature is still hig
enough to allow the reproduction of transition path simu
tions by unconstrained methods. For the rate constant to
ist, particles must remain most of the time in one of t
stable states. Therefore, we chose the initial and final reg
such that at the temperature under consideration the par
stays 99% of the time in either regionA or B. The initial and
final region are defined as circles with a radius ofR50.7
centered around~x561, y50! as indicated in the figure.

B. Path sampling

We performed three types of Monte Carlo sampling
generate a transition path ensemble governed by the
tropolis action for a particle in the double well potential:
straightforward Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation, a loc
algorithm path simulation and a CBMC path simulation. A
three methods have the following features in common: T
number of time slices wasL530 andh(r ,r 8) was chosen to
be Gaussian such thath(r ,r 8)}exp$2(r2r8)2/(2s2)%, s
50.25.

In the straightforward MC simulations we s
Pgen(r ,r 8)5h(r ,r 8), and the first time slice was sample
according to a canonical distribution subject to the constr
hA(r 0). After every 50 Monte Carlo moves a MC trajecto
of L steps was shot off. Only those trajectories that ende
the final region were taken into account in the averagi
With this procedure, we find an acceptance rate of 1
31024 for trial paths.

The local algorithm simulations were performed wi
g(r ,r 8)5exp$2(r2r8)2/(2s2)%, s50.25, resulting in an ac
ceptance probability of 59%. The rejection factorQ(r ) was

FIG. 2. Contour lines of the two-dimensional model potential used in
numerical simulations. The dashed circles mark the initial and final reg
with radiusR50.7 centered around (21,0) and~1,0!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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estimated by MC-integration, where 100 trial displaceme
were drawn from the Gaussian distributionh(r ,r 8).

The CBMC runs use a guiding field exp$2ft(r)%
5exp$b*V(r)% with b* 52.5, except for the endpoints wher
exp$2ft%51. This particular guiding field was chosen aft
studying the convergence of the energy profile for differe
choices ofb* . A series of short runs shows poor conve
gence for smaller or larger values ofb* because the rate o
acceptance is low. The upper summation limit isk5100.
With this choice, about 0.3% of the CBMC trial paths rea
the final region, and the overall acceptance rate is
31024.

Both the local and the CBMC algorithm simulation
were performed for 107 passes. One pass is an average
one trial move for each time slice for the local algorithm a
one attempt to grow a path for the CBMC algorithm. Bo
algorithms require about the same amount of CPU time
pass, since the estimation of the rejection factorQ(r ) ~local
algorithm! and the trial moves for each time slice~CBMC!
are the time-consuming operations in each case.

The consistency of the path simulations with a straig
forward MC simulation using the same parameters can
tested by comparing the average potential energy and
energy fluctuation. In Fig. 3 the potential energy and
energy fluctuations are plotted as a function of the time s
label for the two path algorithms and the straightforwa
method. The agreement is excellent, thus validating the
age of MC path sampling. We note that the maximum of
potential energy profile is below the transition state val
The maximum of the potential energy of an individual pa
does not occur at a specific time slice but shifts for differe
realizations of the transition path. Therefore the averag
over the path ensemble smears out the potential energy
file.

In case of the dynamical algorithms, we compared
Langevin path dynamics using the Andersen thermostat w
straightforward Brownian dynamics. Both the high frictio
limit as well as the case including inertia~full Langevin
equation! were investigated. Starting with the high frictio
limit, the parameters were as follows. The time step on
Langevin level wasDt50.15, the friction coefficient was
g53, and the length of the pathL5199. On the path leve
the artificial time increment wasdt50.01, the momentum
re-initialization in the Andersen thermostat was done ev
200 time steps on average. 43107 integration steps were
needed to obtain an accurate estimate of the potential en
averages.

For the straightforward simulation we used high frictio
Brownian dynamics with the above parameters, while av
aging the potential energies over all trajectory segments c
necting regionA to region B in L5199 time steps. The
results for the potential energy and the fluctuations of
potential energy are plotted in Fig. 4. Again, the agreemen
excellent.

Next, we consider the paths evolving according to t
full Langevin equation. The time step on the Langevin lev
wasDt50.25, the number of time slicesL580 and the fric-
tion wasg52.5. On the path level the artificial time incre

e
n
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1971Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
ment wasdt50.005, the Andersen update frequency w
once every 2000 time steps on average. About 53107 inte-
gration steps were needed to obtain an accurate estima
the potential energy averages. We compare the results o
path sampling simulation with averages obtained from
Brownian dynamics trajectory of 109 steps using the sam
parameters as for the path sampling. Again, we avera
over all trajectory segments connectingA and B. In Fig. 5
we plot the average potential energy and the fluctuation
the potential energy along the path. As in the previous t
comparisons, the agreement is excellent.

The scaling of the simulation time needed to obtain
certain accuracy with the path lengthL can be studied by
computing the time correlation function̂O(0)O(t)& for a
relevant quantityO. For the Monte Carlo algorithms,t is the
number of cycles, whereas for the dynamical algorithmst
refers to the artificial time of the path dynamics. We stud
the time correlation of the potential energyV(t) and the
function hB(xt) at different time slicest along the path. An
analysis of typical decay times of the autocorrelation fu
tions showed that the simulation time is proportional toL3

FIG. 3. Profile of the potential energŷV&AB ~top figure! and of the fluc-
tuations of the potential energydV5(^V2&AB2^V&AB

2 )1/2 ~bottom figure!
along Monte Carlo transition paths of lengthL530 andb58. The indext
numbers the time slices. The solid line refers to results of the local algor
~107 MC passes!, the dashed line to results with the CBMC algorithm~107

MC passes!, and the dotted line was obtained from a straightforward M
tropolis Monte Carlo simulation. The lower parts of the figures show
differences between the path sampling results and the results of the str
forward Monte Carlo simulations both for the local algorithm~solid line!
and the CBMC algorithm~dashed line!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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for the local MC algorithm, whereas it grows withL2 in the
case of the dynamical algorithms. Of course, the correla
functions^O(0)O(t)& can also be used to estimate the erro
in the averageŝO&.

Another way to estimate the accuracy of the algorithm
to study cumulative averages of relevant quantities as a fu
tion of the simulation time. Figure 6 shows the cumulati
averages of the potential energy at different time slicet
along the path as a function of the number of integration ti
steps. The data shown in the picture were obtained from
path simulation for the full Langevin equation withL580,
b58, andg52.5. The integration time step wasDt50.05.
As can be inferred from the figure, the accuracy of the p
tential energy averages is of the order of 1%.

C. Rate constant calculation

We estimate the rate constant for the double well pot
tial ~34! using the path sampling algorithms and compare
to straightforward calculations. Two different methods a
considered:~1! umbrella sampling and~2! thermodynamic
integration.

m

-
e
ht-

FIG. 4. Average of the potential energy^V&AB ~top figure! and of the fluc-
tuations of the potential energydV5(^V2&AB2^V&AB

2 )1/2 ~bottom figure!
along transition paths of lengthL5199 for Langevin dynamics in the high
friction limit. The indext numbers the time slices. The solid line refers
results of a path sampling simulation whereas the dotted line was obta
from a Brownian dynamics trajectory. For both simulationsb58 and g
53.0. The lower parts of the figures show the differences between the
sampling results and the results of the Brownian dynamics simulations
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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1972 Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
FIG. 5. Average of the potential energy^V&AB ~top figure! and of the fluc-
tuations of the potential energydV5(^V2&AB2^V&AB

2 )1/2 ~bottom figure!
along transition paths of lengthL580 for Langevin dynamics including
inertial terms. The indext numbers the time slices. The solid line refers
results of a path sampling simulation whereas the dotted line was obta
from a Brownian dynamics trajectory, where 1000 transitions occurred
ing the simulation. For both simulationsb58 andg52.5. The lower parts
of the figures show the differences between the path sampling results
the results of the Brownian dynamics simulations.

FIG. 6. Cumulative average of the potential energy^V&AB at different time
slicest along the path as a function of the number of integration time ste
Transition paths of lengthL580 corresponding to the full Langevin equa
tion with b58 andg52.5 were studied.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
Case 1:We apply the umbrella sampling method d
scribed in Sec. IV to the high friction case. First, we focus
then(t)5^ḣ(t)&AB and its integralk̃ (t)5^hB(t)&AB . Both
can be measured directly in a path sampling run. For co
parison we computev(t) and k̃ (t) also from a Brownian
dynamics trajectory by averaging over all trajectory se
ments connectingA and B in L5199 time steps. The nor
malized correlation functionk̃ (t) for the high friction limit
is shown in Fig. 7~top figure!. The agreement is very good
which is expected considering the results discussed in
previous subsection. In Fig. 7~bottom figure! we plotted
v(t) for the straightforward and the dynamic path sampli
algorithm. As taking the derivative ofk̃ (t) increases the
error the agreement is slightly worse. Clearly,n~t! reaches a
plateau aftert5150, which is required for a good estima
of the rate constant. The average value at the platea
n(t)'0.076.

The sudden increase of^ḣB(t)& towards the end of the

ed
r-

nd

s.

FIG. 7. Normalized correlation function̂hB(xt)&AB ~top figure! and its time

derivative ^ḣB(xt)&AB ~bottom figure! along transition paths of lengthL
5199 for Langevin dynamics in the high friction limit. The indext numbers
the time slices. The solid line refers to results of a path sampling simula
whereas the dotted line was obtained from a Brownian dynamics trajec
For both simulationsb58 andg53.0.
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1973Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
path requires comment. In deriving Eq.~26! we have as-
sumed that once the system has reached regionB is stays
there for a long time compared to the molecular time sc
tmol . This is to say that̂ hA(x0)hB(xt)hB̃(xL)&50, where
hB̃(x)50 if x is in B andhB̃(x)51 if x is outsideB. This is,
however, not exactly true, because a small fraction of
trajectories reachingB at a time slicet,L escape again
from B before t5L. These trajectories contribute t
^hA(x0)hB(xt)& but are not seen by the path sampli
method, which by construction generates only trajecto
ending inB. This effect is larger at the end of the path and
further amplified by the differentiation with respect tot.
Since, as shown by our numerical results, the sudden
crease of̂ ḣB(t)& occurs only at the end of the path after t
plateau is reached, it does not affect the estimation of
constants. Furthermore, the relative size of this sudden
crease will decrease as the overall rate constant for the
cess decreases.

Part two in the calculation of the rate constant is t
estimation of the probabilityP(L) in Eq. ~25!, or equiva-
lently the isomorphic reversible workW(L) needed to drag
the path over the barrier to the final region. Defining t
parameterl as the distanceR of the endpointxL of the path
to the center of the final region, we performed path simu
tions for six different windows: 0<R<0.5, 0.5<R<1.0,
1.0<R<1.4, 1.4<R<1.7, 1.7<R<1.9, and 1.9<R<2.5.
These values were chosen such that the whole window
sampled with accurate statistics. The value ofR was moni-
tored and histogrammed during the path simulation. In Fig
we show the logarithm of the probabilityp(R) to find the
endpoint at a certainR. The histograms for the differen
windows were matched together by multiplying with a co
stant.p(R) is normalized such that*0

`p(R)dR51. Integra-
tion of the normalizedp(R) over the final regionB gives a
factor of P(L)50.00068. Multiplying this with n(L)
50.076 gives the desired rate constantkA→B55.1331025.
We can compare this result with a straightforward measu
ment ofk(L) which giveskA→B55.1231025.

FIG. 8. Logarithm of the probability to find the endpointxL of the path of
lengthL5199 at a distanceR from the center of the final region.p(R) is
normalized such that*0

`p(R)dR51.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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Case 2:In Fig. 9, we display the correlation function
k̃ (t) and n~t!, respectively, for both straightforward an
path simulation of the full Langevin equation. Both metho
are again in full agreement with each other. The plateau
n~t! is reached after 80 time steps and has a value ofn(t)
'0.08.

In this case we use the thermodynamic integrat
method as introduced in Sec. IV to calculate the factorP(L)
of the rate constant. The derivativedW/dR is plotted in Fig.
10 as a function ofR. Integration of this curve fromR
50.7 to R→` yields DW57.7560.37 corresponding to
P(L)50.00043(0.0003020.00062), where the values in th
brackets are the lower and upper bounds ofP(L). Multiply-
ing this with n(L) gives an estimate rate constantkA→B

53.431025(2.43102525.031025). We can compare this
result with a straightforward measurement ofk(L) which
giveskA→B54.131025.

For comparison, we also measured the probabilityp(R)
to find the endpoint of the path at a distanceR from the
center of the final region. Integration leads toP(L)

FIG. 9. Normalized correlation function̂hB(xt)&AB ~top figure! and its time

derivative ^ḣB(xt)&AB ~bottom figure! along transition paths of lengthL
580 for Langevin dynamics including inertial terms. The indext numbers
the time slices. The solid line refers to results of a path sampling simula
whereas the dotted line was obtained from a Brownian dynamics trajec
For both simulationsb58 andg52.5.
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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1974 Dellago et al.: Transition path sampling
50.00049 which corresponds to a rate constant ofkA→B

53.931025. This value is in good agreement with the ra
constant obtained from the Brownian dynamics trajecto
We note that to obtain a given accuracy the thermodyna
integration method requires a larger number of individ
simulations than the umbrella sampling method. The latte
therefore the more efficient of the two for the calculation
the probabilityP(L).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced methods to gene
and sample an ensemble of transition paths. The paths ev
according to a stochastic dynamics~Metropolis Monte Carlo
or Brownian dynamics! and conserve the Boltzmann distr
bution. The stochasticity allows the definition of an acti
for transition paths, which can be sampled by molecular
namics or by Monte Carlo methods. We apply these idea
a simple barrier crossing problem, where we show that
transition path ensemble reproduces the results of stan
simulations by determining energy profiles, energy fluct
tions, and rate constants for transition paths.

The Metropolis transition probability allows a relative
large step size and is applicable to discrete systems, like
Ising model. However, the repeated calculation of the re
tion factorQ(r ) makes the Metropolis transition probabilit
computationally expensive for systems which do not all
an efficient estimation ofQ(r ). Both the Metropolis and the
high friction Langevin dynamics assume that the mome
equilibrate at each time slice, and that the configuratio
part of phase space effectively dictates the time evolution

FIG. 10. DerivativedW/dR of the reversible workW with respect to the
radiusR of the final regionB as a function ofR. Integrating overdW/dR
~dotted line! one obtains the reversible work necessary to shrink the fi
region from infinity to a radius ofR50.7. The magnitude of the error bar
was estimated from the mean square deviation of the results obtained
16 independent simulations of 106 integration steps. Forb58 andg52.5
and a path length ofL580 the thermodynamic integration yield
^hA(x0)hB(xL)&50.00043(0.0003020.00062) This value agrees well wit
^hA(x0)hB(xL)&50.00052 as obtained from a Brownian dynamics trajec
ries of 109 steps with step sizeDt50.25.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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contrast, in the full Langevin equation the variation of t
friction can be used in principle to study the approach to
Newtonian limit.

The local algorithm is conceptually simple and easy
implement. As a consequence of the single particle mov
one finds that the algorithm scales asL3. The CBMC algo-
rithm is applicable to high-dimensional systems, in particu
to solvation problems, where only a subset of the system
constrained. The performance depends strongly on an in
ligent choice for the guiding field. In situations with a hig
energy barrier and with a poorly chosen guiding fie
CBMC fails for the same reason as straightforward sampli
i.e., the acceptance rate becomes very low. Dynamical s
pling schemes are motivated by the need to make collec
moves to improve on theL3 scaling. For the dynamical al
gorithm, one finds the scaling lawL2. Unfortunately, the
singular part in the Metropolis transition probability leads
difficulties in deriving a dynamical algorithm for Metropoli
paths.

If the dynamical algorithm is used to sample Langev
paths for a low friction coefficient and/or at a low temper
ture, severe computational problems may occur. In th
cases the path forces become very strong and the assoc
high frequency modes require a small integration time st
slowing down the simulation. In addition, a high randomiz
tion rate of the momenta is necessary to achieve ergodicit
spite of the near integrability of the path Hamiltonian in t
low friction limit. As a consequence, the path moves throu
path space very slowly, leading to long correlation times a
a slow convergence of the averages. Multiple time s
methods36 and hybrid MC algorithms37 are possible method
for avoiding these problems when they may appear at
friction and low temperature.

Rate constants are calculated by measuring the reac
flux in the transition path ensemble and combining it w
the reversible work required to stretch a path to the fi
endpoint region. Exploiting the similarity to convention
free energy methods, we performed umbrella-sampling
thermodynamic integration to determine the rate constan
our model problem. We note that in more complex proble
the order at which the umbrella sampling for the differe
regions is carried out might have an influence on the resu
Specifically, there might be a difference in the reversib
work depending on whether a free path is gradually confin
to the final region or the final constraint on the path is gra
ally released. The size of the resulting hysteresis can be
ful in estimating the accuracy of the reversible work calc
lation.

Summarizing, the transition path method finds react
paths by sampling the path ensemble, rather than requi
the a priori specification of a reaction coordinate, and
handles situations with several transition states. In addit
one can estimate the rate constant of the dynamical proc
It is, however, computationally expensive and should not
applied if alternative methods are available.

In future papers, we will report on the application of th
approach to high-dimensional systems.
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APPENDIX A: INTEGRATING THE LANGEVIN
EQUATION

In a practical simulation, the Langevin equations of m
tion are integrated numerically by assuming that the syst
atic part of the force is constant or varies linearly during
short time step. For systematic forces varying linearly, o
obtains a Verlet-like algorithm:20

r ~ t1Dt !5r ~ t !1c1Dtv~ t !1c2Dt2a~ t !1dr R ,
~A1!

v~ t1Dt !5c0v~ t !1~c12c2!Dta~ t !1c2Dta~ t1Dt !

1dvR ,

where dr R and dvR are the random displacements in co
figuration and velocity space distributed according to~9!. Dt
is the integration time step and the accelerationa(t)
5F@r (t)#/m. We note that in the limit of vanishing friction
this scheme reduces to the velocity Verlet algorithm. T
coefficients appearing in the integration formula are

c05e2gDt,

c15~12e2gDt!/gDt5~12c0!/gDt,
~A2!

c25@12~12e2gDt!/gDt#/gDt5~12c1!/gDt.

In the high friction the assumption of constant forcesF
during the time stepDt leads to the finite difference equatio

r ~ t1Dt !5r ~ t !1
Dt

mg
F~r !1dr R , ~A3!

where the random displacementdr R is distributed according
to ~12!.
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APPENDIX B: MONTE CARLO ALGORITHMS

1. Local algorithm

In analogy to the derivation in the text, we derive th
acceptance rules for the endpoints of the path. For the in
time slice we use the generating probability

Pgen@r 08#5
g~r 0 ,r 08!1d~r 082r 1!Q~r 1!

ugu~r 0!1Q~r 1!
hA~r 08!, ~B1!

which leads to the acceptance probability

Pacc@r 0→r 08#5min@1,A/B#;

A5H e2bE~r 08!v~r 0→r 1!,

e2bE~r 08!g~r 0 ,r 08!,

if r 08Þr 1 ;

if r 085r 1 .
.

B5 H e2bE~r 0!v~r 0→r 1!,
e2bE~r 0!g~r 0 ,r 08!,

if r 0Þr 1 ;
if r 05r 1 . ~B2!

The same construction for the last time slice gives

Pgen@r L8#5
g~r L ,r L8 !1d~r L82r L21!Q~r L21!

ugu~r L!1Q~r L21!
hA~r L8 !,

~B3!

with the acceptance probability

Pacc@r L→r L8#5min@1,A/B#;

A5H v~r L21→r L8 !,

g~r L ,r L8 !,

if r L8Þr L21 ;

if r L85r L21 .

B5 H v~r L21→r L!,
g~r L ,r L8 !,

if r LÞr L21 ;
if r L5r L21 . ~B4!

2. Configurational bias Monte Carlo

For paths with a final endpoint constraint we follow a
idea by Garel and Orland.22,23 We augment the product o
transition probability by a factor which biases the evoluti
of the path towards regionB:

)
t50

L21

p~r t→r t11!5 )
t50

L21

@p~r t→r t11!B~r t ,r t11!#,

~B5!

whereB(r t ,r t11)5eft(r t)2ft11(r t11) depends on the guid
ing field ft , which can be any function satisfyingf050
andfL50. The generating probability becomes
P̃gen@r t
~ i !#5

min@1,e2b~E~r t
~ i !

!2E~r t21!!#B@r t21 ,r t
~ i !#1d~r t212r t

~ i !!Qest~r t21!B@r t21 ,r t21#

w̃@r t#
, ~B6!
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where

w̃@r t#5
1

k (
j 51

k

min@1,e2b~E~r t
~ j !

!2E~r t21!!#B@r t21 ,r t
~ j !#

1Qest~r t21!B@r t21 ,r t21#. ~B7!

For finite k the estimated rejection factorQest(r ) is

Qest~r !512
1

k (
i 51

k

min@1,e2b~E~r ~ i !!2E~r !!#; ~B8!

the trial movesr ( i ) are taken from the probability distributio
h(r ,r ( i )). The Rosenbluth weightW̃a for this algorithm can
be obtained by considering the ratioe2Sa/Pa , where Pa

5Pt50
L21P̃gen(r t

a) is the total generating probability for a pa
a, ande2Sa is its path action:

W̃a5e2Sa/Pa5e2bE~r 0! )
t50

L21 w̃@r t
a#

B~r t
a ,r t11

a !

5e2bE~r 0! )
t50

L21

w̃@r t
a# ~B9!

~using the boundary constraints forf0 and fL in the last
line!. The acceptance probability becomesPacc@a→b#

5min@1,W̃b /W̃a#. Obviously, all paths begin in regionA
and are only accepted if they reach regionB.

The choice for the guiding field strongly affects the e
ficiency of the simulation. We have tested two ideas: a gu
ing field which ‘‘pulls’’ the directed path towards the fina
region, and a guiding field which rescales the Boltzma
factor to facilitate successful transitions. In the first case
simple choice is

exp$2ft~r t!%

5H 1, if t50 or t5L;

exp$2~r t2r * !2/2s2~L2t!% otherwise.
~B10!

In this case,r * is a point in the final region. For the secon
case, we define a constantb* such that 0,b* ,b and
sample paths for an effective inverse temperatureb2b* :

exp$2ft~r t!%5H 1, if t50 or t5L;

exp$1b* V~r t!% otherwise.
~B11!

This choice does not make any assumptions on the ac
form of the reaction coordinate. It is also possible to comb
the two approaches by using a linear combination of
aboveft’s.

In contrast to standard~polymer! configurational bias
sampling, we do not apply the condition of ‘‘super-detail
balance’’ for directed paths. Super-detailed balance st
that for any set of trial moves around the old and new c
formation, detailed balance has to be satisfied.35 In the case
of transition path sampling, one constructs the rejection f
tor Qest(r ) on the fly. Therefore, a large enough upper su
mation limit k is needed to estimate the rejection probabil
Q(r ). This point may be verified either by studying the co
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
-

n
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c-
-

-

vergence ofQ(r ) with increasingk, or by comparing di-
rected paths with standard MC runs~see Sec. V!.

APPENDIX C: DYNAMICAL ALGORITHMS

In this appendix we calculate the path forces2“XS nec-
essary to integrate the equations of motion~21!. Since for the
singular transition probability~4a! the derivatives of the ac
tion cannot be evaluated, in the following paragraphs
restrict ourselves to the Langevin transition probability~8!.
We also explain how to treat the endpoints of the path c
fined to the corresponding boundary regions.

Different forces arise from the different terms in the a
tion ~23!. The canonical distribution of the first time slice
the origin of the following path force acting on the first cop
of the system:

F0
r 52b]V~r 0!/]r 0 ,

~C1!
F0

v52bmv0 ,

where the superscriptsr andv denote the spatial and veloc
ity components of the generalized force, respectively. Ne
we calculate the path forces arising from the lin
log p(xt→xt11) for the Langevin probabilities~9!. By differ-
entiation we obtain

] log p

]r t
a 5

1

~12crv
2 ! H 1

s r
2 S dr R

a1c2

Dt2

m (
b

dr R
bDt

baD
1

1

sv
2 ~c12c2!

Dt

m (
b

dvR
bDt

ba

2
crv

s rsv
FdvR

a1c2

Dt2

m (
b

dvR
bDt

ba

1~c12c2!
Dt

m (
b

dr R
bDt

baG J , ~C2!

and

] log p

]vt
a 5

1

~12crv
2 ! H c1Dtdr R

a

s r
2 1

c0dvR
a

sv
2

2
crv

s rsv
~c1DtdvR

a1c0dr R
a!J , ~C3!

where

Dt
ba52

]2V

]r a]r b U
r t

~C4!

is the matrix of the second derivatives of the interaction p
tential of the system. The derivatives of logp(xt→xt11) with
respect toxt11 are

] log p

]r t11
a 52

1

~12crv
2 ! H dr R

a

s r
2 2

c2Dt

msv
2 (

b
dvR

bDt11
ba

2
crv

s rsv
S dvR

a2c2

Dt

m (
b

dr R
bDt11

ba D J , ~C5!

and
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] log p

]vt11
a 52

1

~12crv
2 ! H dvR

a

sv
2 2

crv

s rsv
dr R

aJ . ~C6!

In the high friction limit derivatives of the transition
probability ~12! are given by

] log p

]r t
a 5

1

s r
2 S dr R

a1
Dt

mg (
b

dr R
bDt

baD , ~C7!

] log p

]r t11
a 5

21

s r
2 dr R

a . ~C8!

Also the initial and final constraint exert forces on the pa
If we use smooth approximations of the characteristic fu
tionshA andhB the constraints generate smooth forces on
path. These forces can be simply added to the forces o
nating from the transition probabilities and the canonical d
tribution in the first time slice. However, if the initial an
final regionsA andB are characterized by the functions~3!
the corresponding forces become singular. In this case

2 log hA,B~x!5 H0,
`

if xPA,B,
if x¹A,B, ~C9!

and the initial and final constraints correspond to hard c
tainers confining the initial and final time slice to their r
spective regions. Hence, a different approach to determ
the trajectory of the path must be adopted. For hard-w
containers the equations of motion are integrated with
boundary constraints. As soon as either the initial or the fi
copy of the system crosses the boundary of the corresp
ing regionA or B the exact collision point with the regio
boundary has to be determined. This can be done, for
ample, with an interval bisection method. At the collision t
path coordinatesX do not change. The corresponding pa
momenta are specularly reflected at the container boun
and change according to

P→P22~P•n̂!n̂, ~C10!

wheren̂ is a unit vector normal to the container boundary
the collision point.n̂ points into the container. This reflectio
operation conserves the kinetic path energy. If the bound
of the container is defined by some functionf (x)50, the
normal vector at the collision point is

n̂52“xf ~x!/u“xf ~x!u. ~C11!

Thus, the whole path trajectory consists of smooth stream
segments punctuated by impulsive hard collisions of the
tial and final system copy with their respective contain
walls.
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